Mt. Fuji volcanic disaster-prevention map
Based on the past phenomena and some case examples
of recent disasters at other volcanoes, the Mt. Fuji
Hazard Map Examination Committee has made public the
Mt. Fuji volcanic disaster-prevention map (prototype).

The map becomes the basis for wide-area disaster
prevention measures, and is partially shown below.
Using this prototype, the local governments around Mt.
Fuji build their own detailed volcano disaster-prevention
maps and distribute them to residents.
We recommend you to study the volcano disasterprevention map of your area in advance to check, Where
are dangerous areas? and Where are safe areas?
It does not mean that all the colored areas could be in danger at the same time. [This is a superimposed map
showing all the areas likely to be affected by lava flows, volcanic cinders, pyroclastic flows and other phenomena.]
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How to read the map and meaning of symbols
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Mt. Fuji volcanic disaster-prevention map (prototype)
(Mt. Fuji Hazard Map Examination Committee)
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Shown above is the estimated depth and
spread of volcanic ash in case of an eruption
of Mt. Fuji. Note that the depth and spread of
ash fall vary depending on the scale of
eruption and wind direction, and ash fall can
spread to the outside of the range shown
above. When Hoei Eruption occurred in
1707, volcanic ash spread far and wide.
Hakuseki Arai, one of the scholars of the
time, recorded the situation,
A big
earthquake also occurred at Edo. We hear
thundering roar, and see volcanic ash
covering the ground and turning grass and
trees white. It is dark even in the daytime
due to ash fall. I cannot read books without
turning on a light.
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Estimated depth and spread of ash fall when a large-scale eruption
occurs and generates volcanic ash and pumice stones
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Mt. Fuji volcanic disaster-prevention map (prototype) (Mt. Fuji Hazard Map Examination Committee)
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Area where a crater is likely to
appear
(A crater could appear somewhere
in this area, not in the entire area.)
Point where a crater appeared in
the past
(According to the study as of the
end of September, 2002)
Areas where people must evacuate
to safer places when Mt. Fuji is
about to erupt or as soon as it
erupts
(Area to which any of the following
three conditions apply, so that the
area would become in danger
immediately after an eruption
occurs)
Area where hot gases will
reach at a high speed when
pyroclastic flows occur
Area where a lot of stones
spouting from the crater will
fall down (Pebbles of 10 cm
or smaller could be blown to
the outside of this area.)
Area where lava could reach
immediately after it starts
flowing (in about three hours)
Area where hazardous situations
will not occur immediately, but
people must evacuate to safer
places depending on the position
of a crater. Pay close attention to
information about evacuation
provided by public organizations.
Early evacuation is recommended
for those who cannot evacuate
quickly, for example, elderly people
and hospital patients.
(This symbol shows an area where
lava streams could reach in about
a day after lava starts flowing.)
Area where people must stay away
from small valleys and rivers when
there is accumulated snow and an
eruption is about to occur
(Area where accumulated snow
could be melted by pyroclastic
flows and resultant mud flows
could overflow along small valleys
or rivers)

This is a superimposed map, showing the areas where craters
could appear and the areas that lava streams, volcanic
cinders, pyroclastic flows and other phenomena could affect
in the vicinity of Mt. Fuji.
It is difficult to pinpoint the exact location of a crater before
an eruption occurs, but it is estimated that a crater could
appear somewhere in the areas shown above.
It is also estimated that, if an eruption occurs, it could affect
the areas shown above, depending on the position of the
crater.
(This does not mean that all the estimated areas will be affected.)

Countermeasures against eruptions of Mt. Fuji
The Mt. Fuji Sabo Office takes hardware and
software measures against eruption phenomena of
Mt. Fuji.
Hardware measures include arrangement of sabo
facilities to minimize damage caused by eruptions.
Hardware measures are very effective for protecting
your homes and property, as well as for securing
safe evacuation sites. Hardware measures can also
control flow-down of lava and other flows to maximize
the time for evacuation.
The Mt. Fuji Sabo Office is now considering hardware
measures against three eruption phenomena, lava
flows, snowmelt type volcanic mud flow and debris
flow after ash fall.
These phenomena are likely to
cause severe damage in wide-ranging areas around
Mt. Fuji.
This picture visualizes simple examples of
hardware measures.
Sand pocket

Training levee
Channel works
Training dike

Sabo dam

Meanwhile, software measures include public
relations activities to familiarize people with
eruptions of Mt. Fuji and sediment disasters and
preparation of systems to allow the organizations
concerned to share information about Mt. Fuji.
The Mt. Fuji Sabo Office will establish monitoring
facilities to catch the eruption phenomena of Mt.
Fuji and promote sharing of observation facilities
with other organizations to develop
the volcanic disaster-prevention
information network with the
integration of communities.

The Mt. Fuji Sabo Office is considering countermeasures against the three eruption phenomena shown on the right side.
Lava flow

Snowmelt type volcanic mud flow

Debris flow after ash fall

Magma goes out of the ground
by a volcanic eruption and
flows down over the mountain.

If pyroclastic flows go down
over accumulated snow, the
heat of the pyroclastic flows
melt snow and generate mud
flows.

After ash deposits thickly on
the mountain due to a volcanic
eruption, the ash flows out by
rain and flows down with rocks
and soil.

Volcano monitoring camera
using optical fiber network

